Classification of voltage sags according to the severity of the effects on the induction motor
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Abstract
In this paper, symmetrical and unsymmetrical voltage sags are classified according to the severity of the effects produced on the behavior of induction motors, using the double-cage rotor model. The analyzed variables are: current and torque peaks, and speed loss in transient and steady states. The severity of these effects is analyzed with 14640 voltage sags, both at the beginning of the voltage sag and when the voltage is recovered, by changing the type, magnitude, duration, and initial-point-of-wave. Four mechanical torque loads were used for the analysis, three with constant behavior and one with quadratic behavior. The results show the durations and initial-point-of-wave with more severe effects for each type of voltage sag. Finally, a classification that depends on the type of voltage sag and the variable of interest is obtained.
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1. Introduction

A voltage sag is a reduction in the rms voltage of between 0,1 and 0,9 pu of the operating voltage [1, 2]. Typically the duration of a voltage sag is from 0,5 to 1 minute [3]. A three-phase fault produces symmetrical sags. Single-line-to-ground, phase-to-phase or two-phase-to-ground faults cause unsymmetrical sags. Voltage sags can be caused by many events, e.g. short circuit, storms, overloads, insulation failures, poor maintenance, and starting of large loads at neighboring facilities, among others.

The voltage sags cannot always be predicted and are recorded in large numbers each year, adversely affecting the power quality and causing severe damage in power devices, particularly in motors, transformers, process control equipment, and computers [4-7].

Induction motors are most commonly used in the industry and when subjected to voltage sags may be damaged or their service life may decrease. Their reaction to voltage sag may generate speed loss, high current peaks or high torque peaks, which produce unwanted activations in the electrical protection system in production plants, stopping the processes and causing major economic losses.
As for power quality, if the motors are high power, the consequences of the current peaks and torque produced by voltage sags may cause other electromagnetic disturbances at the nearest point of common connection (PCC) such as swells, fluctuations or even other voltage sags.

Many industrial applications require the determination of the effect of different types of voltage sags in induction motors as this information allows us to design electrical protection systems for specific cases, auto-tuning protection systems or protective relay coordination (system protection calibration), among others, in order to ensure a running motor in good condition or to maintain a minimum level of power quality.

Therefore, some research studies have focused on determining the consequences of voltage sags in the behavior of the induction motors. This is the case in [8, 9], where the single-cage model is used for the analysis (widely used to represent the behavior of low and medium power motors, e.g. [8, 10, 11]). In [10, 12, 13], the symmetrical voltage sags are analyzed depending on both the initial voltage angle and load influence, [14] shows an experimental study of the effect of voltage sags in the characteristics of a three-phase squirrel-cage induction motor. In [15, 16], the consequences of voltage sags are analyzed, by using the double cage model, showing that the torque and current peaks have a periodical dependence on the sag duration, and a linear dependence on depth.

Some of these studies have examined the effects of the parameters of duration and depth of the voltage sag in the induction motor independently for each type of sag, and a small amount of voltage sags, producing significant results. However, the effects of other parameters of voltage sags have not been studied, nor has their codependence or the effect of a massive amount of sags for each variable. Other studies have omitted the effect of loads and transients generated when the voltage sag starts and when it returns to its initial value. This is because the model of the motor used is a single-cage rotor, which is only suitable for analysis at points close to the rated operating point of the motor.

Using a double-cage model, this paper analyzes and classifies the severity of the effects of symmetric and asymmetric voltage sags in a three-phase induction motor. The following procedure analyzes the current and torque peaks, and the speed loss in the induction motor, in transient and steady states, for 14640 different cases of voltage sags, taking into account the parameters of the sags: type, magnitude, duration and initial point-on-wave, and thus codependence, and the effects produced when the sag starts (ds-zone) and when it ends (as-zone). These data generate matrices that are represented in 3D surfaces, which are studied by means of corresponding sensitivity curves, and lead to the classification of voltage sags according to their severity on torque and current peaks, and speed loss in the three phase induction motor.

2. Induction motor

The motor selected for analysis is a 75 kW three-phase induction motor, with squirrel cage rotor, 3300 V supply (isolated delta), 50 Hz, rated current = 13.62 A, rated torque = 401.5 Nm, moment of inertia = 1.2 kg-m² and rated speed = 1464 rpm. In order to prove that the model represents a suitable behavior of the motor, the behavior obtained with the estimated parameters is validated with experimental data of the torque-speed curve of motor.

2.1. Induction motor model

The model selected for analysis is a double-cage rotor (D-C) since the voltage sags can cause the motor to run at speeds far from the nominal operating point, where a single-cage model does not properly represent the behavior of the motor.

The equivalent circuit of the D-C model is shown in Fig. 1 [17-19], where the parameters r and X are the resistance and reactance, respectively, the subscript s corresponds to the stator, the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the two cages of rotor, Xm is the reactance of magnetization between stator and rotor, and s is the motor slip: s = 1–(n_m/n_S), where n_m is the motor speed and n_S is the synchronous speed.

![Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of Double Cage model (D-C) for an induction motor, in single-phase. Source: The authors](image)

2.2. Electrical and mechanical equations of D-C model

The electrical equations of the D-C model are shown in matrix form in (1).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_s \\
V_1 \\
V_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
r_s & 0 & 0 \\
0 & r_1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & r_2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
l_1 \\
l_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
d\Phi_1 \\
d\Phi_2
\end{bmatrix}
\Rightarrow
\begin{bmatrix}
V_s \\
V_1 \\
V_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
R_s & 0 & 0 \\
0 & R_1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & R_2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
i_1 \\
i_2
\end{bmatrix} +
\frac{d}{dt}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Phi_1 \\
\Phi_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
(1)
\]

Where the derivative of the flux with respect to time (dΦ/dt) is the induced voltage. Solving (1), the electrical and mechanical equations of the model (2) are found.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{V} &= [R] \cdot [i] + \frac{d}{dt} \left( [M(\theta)] \cdot [i] \right) \\
\omega &= \frac{d\theta}{dt} \\
T(t) - T_{res} &= J \frac{d\omega}{dt}
\end{align*}
\]

(2)
Where $\omega$ is the motor speed, $T(t)$ is the motor torque, $T_{res}$ is the load torque, $J$ is the moment of inertia, and $M(\theta)$ is the matrix of magnetic coupling between stator and rotor, which depends on the angle of rotation $\theta$.

In order to eliminate this dependency, the Ku transform is used, which results in a system of differential equations with constant coefficients, allowing us to mathematically find the solution in the new system transformed. Subsequently, the solution in the original variables is obtained by applying the inverse Ku transform to the found solution. The Ku transform matrix is given by the eq. (3).

\[
\text{Ku}(\Psi, \theta) = \begin{bmatrix}
\text{K}(\Psi) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \text{K}(\Psi - \theta) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \text{K}(\Psi - \theta)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where: $\text{K}(\Psi) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \begin{bmatrix}
1 & e^{-j\Psi} & e^{-j\Psi} \\
e^{j\Psi} & a \cdot e^{-j\Psi} & a^2 \cdot e^{-j\Psi} \\
e^{j\Psi} & a^2 \cdot e^{-j\Psi} & a \cdot e^{-j\Psi}
\end{bmatrix}$

is an arbitrary angle used to eliminate the dependence of $M(\theta)$ with the angular position of the rotor, $\theta$, and $a = e^{j2\pi/3}$.

The new transformed variables are called Homopolar (subscript 0), Forward (subscript $f$) and Backward (subscript $b$). In induction motors with squirrel-cage rotor, the windings of the rotor are shorted, so the Homopolar current in the rotor is zero. The Forward and Backward voltages (both stator and rotor) are complex conjugated with each other; this implies that only the Forward equations of the rotor and stator are necessary for the resolution of the system.

Applying the Ku transform to the equations system (2), the equations system (4) is obtained.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v_{sf} \\
0
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
r_f + \lambda_f L_s \\
r_b M \\
0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\lambda_f M \\
\lambda_b M \\
\lambda_0 M
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
i_{sf} \\
i_{1f} \\
i_{2f}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
T(t) = 2 \cdot M \cdot \left(\text{Im}(i_{sf} \cdot i_{sf}^*) + \text{Im}(i_{1f} \cdot i_{2f}^*)\right)
\]

Table 1.
| Parameter Values in pu, for a Double-Cage Model of a 75 kW Induction motor |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| $r_s$ | $X_{sd}$ | $X_{sm}$ | $X_{sl}$ | $r_1$ | $X_2$ | $r_2$ |
| 0.09 | 7.15 | 0.06 | 0.20 | 0.19 | 0.05 |

Source: The authors

Figure 2. Torque-speed curve obtained with estimated parameters for a double-cage induction motor.
Source: The authors

2.3. Electric parameters of the D-C model

After determining the electrical and mechanical equations of the system, the values of the parameters of the model of Fig. 1 must be properly estimated.

The parameters for the D-C model were estimated by using the “Torque Speed tracking” technique described in [20] and are recorded in Table 1, where the values have been normalized with $Z_N = 242.29 \Omega$.

Fig. 2 illustrates 25 experimental data (ED) for the induction motor and the simulation of behavior obtained with the estimated parameters (D-C). This validation shows that the selected parameters generate a very accurate behavior throughout the motor operating range. All values are normalized to the rated value of each variable and the values are presented per unit (pu).

3. Voltage sags

In [21], the types of voltage sags are classified according to the sort of faults that occur. A three-phase fault produces symmetrical sags (type A); single-line-to-ground, phase-to-phase or two-phase-to-ground faults cause unsymmetrical sags (types from B to G). The voltage sag type G is a special case, and is obtained when a sag type E is transferred to other voltage levels through a transformer type II [22]. However, when the connection of the load is not grounded, voltage sags type G have identical equations and behavior as voltage sags type E. Table 2 illustrates the sag-types according to the sort of fault and load connection.

3.1. Sags characterization

In this paper, the shape of voltage sags has been defined as rectangular, with initial time $t_i$ and recovery time $t_r$, no
the same time in the three phases. A phase jump occurs, and the voltage recovery is produced at
the same time in the three phases.

The voltage sags are characterized by four parameters: type (From A to G), magnitude \( h = \text{residual phase voltage, measured in percentage} \), duration \( \Delta t = t_f - t_i \) measured in cycles) and initial point-on-wave \( \psi_i = \text{angle of the phase at } t_i = 0 \text{ s, measured in degrees} \). As an example, Fig. 3 illustrates a voltage sag type B in phase \( a \), with \( t_i = 0 \text{ s, } h = 25\% \), \( \Delta t = 5.5 \text{ cycles, and } \psi_i = 0^\circ \).

4. Characteristics of analysis

The transient effects of voltage sags on three-phase induction motors are analyzed in current and torque peaks, and speed loss. In this paper, the effects are analyzed in two zones: during sag (ds-zone) and after sag (as-zone).

Initially \( \Delta t_{imu} \) and \( \psi_{imu} \) are determined, which are the values most unfavorable of duration and initial point-on-wave of the sag, respectively. Later, by using \( \Delta t_{imu} \) and \( \psi_{imu} \), the effect of the duration and magnitude of the voltage sags is analyzed codependently, by simulating 14640 different cases of voltage sags, thus selecting 6 types of sags (A-F), 61 durations and 40 magnitudes. For each voltage sag, the values of current and torque peaks, and speed loss are obtained. These data generate 3D surfaces for each variable, which are analyzed with their respective sensitivity curves. Finally, the analysis of the sensitivity curves leads to the classification of the voltage sags according to the severity of the effect on the induction motor.

The figures in this paper do not illustrate the effects of sags type G, because the motor used is not grounded. Sags type E have identical effects as sags type G.

The analysis has been undertaken with constant loads of 12.5\%, 50\% and 100\% of rated torque in order to analyze the motor with low, middle and full load, and finally with a quadratic load \( k = 0.01708 \), because it is the most commonly found load in the industry (typical torque-speed characteristic of centrifugal pumps and fans). The figures shown in this paper correspond to quadratic load.

5. Results

5.1. Most unfavorable values of sags duration

The duration of the voltage sags \( \Delta t \) was analyzed in three ranges: \( d = 1 \) (from 1 to 2 cycles), \( d = 10 \) (from 10 to 11 cycles) and \( d = 100 \) (from 100 to 101 cycles). Each range has been divided into 33 equidistant parts, obtaining 99 durations.

The values of current and torque peaks present the same behavior for all sag types, and show no significant changes across the ds–zone (no influence of \( \Delta t \)). For example, Fig. 4 shows the current peaks for sags type C. Instead, in the as–zone, the most severe values of current and torque peaks for all sag types are in \( \Delta t = k \cdot T + 0.5 \cdot T \), with \( k \in \mathbb{N} \) (where \( T \) is the period, and \( \Delta t \) is measured in cycles). For example, Fig. 5 shows the current peaks for sags type C in the as–zone.

The value of \( \Delta t \) allows us to indirectly analyze the final point-of-wave (modifying the duration of the sag is equivalent to modifying the point-on-wave when the sag ends). These results are summarized in Table 3.
5.2 Most unfavorable values of sags initial point-on-wave

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the current and torque peaks (y-axis), respectively with respect to the initial points-on-wave (x-axis) varying from 0º to 180º. Each sag has been simulated with \( \Delta t = 5,5 \) cycles (according to Table 3), and \( h = 0,1 \). These peaks are analyzed in both ds–zone (from \( t_i \) to \( t_f \)) and as–zone. In this case, the maximum current peaks are presented in the as–zone for all sags-types, except for type C, where the maximum current peaks were similar in both zones. The maximum torque peaks were presented in the ds–zone for all sags-types.

For sags type A, the initial point-on-wave \( \psi_t \) has little influence on the current peaks (Fig. 6), and no influence on torque peaks (Fig. 7) or speed loss. For unsymmetrical sags, \( \psi_t \) has a big influence on the current and torque peaks, but small influence on speed loss. The voltage sags type B, D, and F produce maximum current and torque peaks when \( \psi_t = 90^\circ \), and the sags type C and E (and G) when \( \psi_t = 0^\circ \). These results are summarized in Table 3.

5.3. Effects of the magnitude and duration of voltage sags by using simulation of extensive ranges

For this analysis, each sag type has been simulated with 61 durations \((0,5 \leq \Delta t \leq 150,5 \text{ cycles})\) and 40 magnitudes \((0% \leq h \leq 97,5\%\), obtaining 2440 variations for each type of sag, and a total of 14640 sags. The values selected for \( \psi_t \) and \( \Delta_t \) are the most unfavorable in each case, according to Table 3. For each simulated sag, the algorithm calculates the values per unit of the transient variables: current peaks \( (i_{\text{peak}}) \), torque peaks \( (T_{\text{peak}}) \) and speed loss \( (s_{\text{max}}) \) of the motor by using eq. (6). The speed loss is calculated using the slip \( s \).

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{\text{peak}} \text{ (pu)} &= \frac{i_{\text{peak}}}{\sqrt{2} I_N} = \frac{\max \{ |i_x(t)|, |i_y(t)|, |i_z(t)| \}}{\sqrt{2} I_N} \\
    T_{\text{peak}} \text{ (pu)} &= \frac{T_{\text{peak}}}{T_N} = \frac{\max \{ |T(t)| \}}{T_N} \quad (6)
    s_{\text{max}} \text{ (pu)} &= s_{\text{max}} = \frac{\max \{ |s(t)| \}}{s_N}
\end{align*}
\]

The results of the simulations are stored in matrices for: current peaks: \( I_X(h, \Delta t), \) torque peaks: \( T_X(h, \Delta t), \) and maximum speed loss: \( S_X(h, \Delta t), \) for each zone (ds–zone and as–zone), where X is the type of the simulated voltage sag.

5.3.1. Analysis of sensitivity curves

For each sag type, the matrices \( I_X, T_X, \) and \( S_X \) can be represented as 3D surfaces. For example, Fig. 8 shows the 3D surfaces \( [I_\text{in}, T_\text{x} \text{ and } S_\text{x}] \) for sag type B. However, the analysis of the 3D surfaces is not trivial; therefore Sensitivity Curves are used \([8-10]\) given that these curves contain the same information on a 2D plane.

In this case, the Sensitivity Curves are the projection of the values of \( I_X, T_X, \) and \( S_X \) on the plane \( h–\Delta t, \) and represent the severity of the effects of voltage sags on the induction motor. Fig. 9-11 show the obtained sensitivity curves of the surfaces: \( I_X, T_X, \) and \( S_X, \) respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the sensitivity curves of \( I_X, \) and highlights two results: first, sags type B are the least severe sag since, with the same magnitudes and durations, all other types of sags generate higher current peaks. Second, sags type A have higher current peaks compared to the other types of sags, for example: with \( h = 40\% \) and \( \Delta t = 1,5 \) cycles (point E in Fig. 9), the value of current peaks of sags type B is 2,3 pu approximately; while for sags types C, D, E, and F, this value is close to 3,0 pu, and for sags type A is 3,5 pu.
by sags types E and F, and sags types C and D. Sags type B have higher speed loss in most cases, followed for sags type A, it is 2.1 pu; and for sags type B, it is 1.9 pu. 2.8 pu approximately; for sags types E and F, it is 2.4 pu; B. For example, for $h = 20\%$ and $\Delta t$, duration 5,5 cycles and magnitude 10%, for ds-

Sags types C and D show the highest torque peaks, followed this case, the types of sags can be grouped into four groups:

- Group 1 “High-severity”, for sags type A, with $d(I_A, I_{MAX})=1.81\%$; Group 2 “Middle-severity”, for sags types C, D, E, F and G, with 7.49\% $\leq d(I_{C,D,E,F,G}, I_{MAX}) \leq 13.03\%$; and Group 3 “Low-severity”, for sags type B, with $d(I_B, I_{MAX})=29.28\%$.

Table 5 shows the $d(T_X, T_{MAX})$. Four severity groups of torque peaks are identified: Group 1 “High-severity”, for sags types C and D, with $d(T_{C,D}, T_{MAX})=0.44\%$; Group 2 “High-middle-severity”, for sags types E and F, with $d(T_{E,F}, T_{MAX})=12.37\%$; Group 3 “Low-middle-severity”, for sags type A, with $d(T_A, T_{MAX})=24.15\%$; and Group 4 “Low-severity”, for sags type B, with $d(T_B, T_{MAX})=32.97\%$.

Table 6 shows the $d(S_X, S_{MAX})$. Four severity groups of speed loss are identified: Group 1 “High-severity”, for sags type A, with $d(S_A, S_{MAX})=0.00\%$; Group 2 “High-middle-severity”, for sags types E, F and G, with $d(S_{E,F,G}, S_{MAX})=25.72\%$; Group 3 “Low-middle-severity”, for sags types C and D, with $d(S_{C,D}, S_{MAX})=39.99\%$; and Group 4 “Low-severity”, for sags type B, with $d(S_B, S_{MAX})=70.68\%$.

Thus, the severity of the sags can be easily identified through the proposed nomenclature: $X[G_r, G_t, G_w]$; where $X$ is the type of sag, and $[G_r, G_t, G_w]$ represent the severity group for each variable.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I_{MAX}$</th>
<th>$I_A$</th>
<th>$I_B$</th>
<th>$I_C$</th>
<th>$I_D$</th>
<th>$I_E$</th>
<th>$I_G$</th>
<th>$I_F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors

The sensitivity curves of TX are shown in Fig. 10. In this case, the types of sags can be grouped into four groups: Sags types C and D show the highest torque peaks, followed by sags type E and F, then sags type A, and finally sags type B. For example, for $h = 20\%$ and $\Delta t = 5.5$ cycles (point E in Fig. 10), the torque peak value for sags types C and D is 2.8 pu approximately; for sags types E and F, it is 2.4 pu; for sags type A, it is 2.1 pu; and for sags type B, it is 1.9 pu.

Fig. 11 shows the sensitivity curves of SX. In this case, sags type A have higher speed loss in most cases, followed by sags types E and F, and sags types C and D. Sags type B are the least severe and clearly differentiated from the other types. The results were the same with all the loads analyzed.

6. Classification of the severity of voltage sags on the induction motor

In order to classify the sags with respect to the severity of the effects on the induction motor, the distance ($d$) between each surface ($I_X$, $T_X$, and $S_X$) and a reference surface was calculated, by using the Euclidean distance method [8].

The reference surface corresponds to the surface of maximum values of peaks for each variable. For example, for current peaks $I_{MAX}(h, \Delta t) = \max \{I_A(h, \Delta t), I_B(h, \Delta t), I_C(h, \Delta t), I_D(h, \Delta t), I_E(h, \Delta t), I_F(h, \Delta t)\}$. To calculate the normalized $d$ between each surface $I_X$ and $I_{MAX}$, in percentage, eq. (7) is used.

$$d(I_X, I_{MAX}) = \frac{100}{d(I_{MAX}, 0)} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (I_X(i, j) - I_{MAX}(i, j))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (I_{MAX}(i, j))^2}}$$

Thus, the surface $I_X$ with the smallest distance to $I_{MAX}$ is the surface with the most severe effects.

Table 4 shows the distance $d(I_X, I_{MAX})$, which is $d$ between $I_X$ (the surfaces of current peaks for the sags type A to type G) and $I_{MAX}$ (reference matrix), normalized.

The analysis illustrated in Table 4 leads to three severity groups of current peaks: Group 1 “High-severity”, conformed by sags type A, with $d(I_A, I_{MAX})=1.81\%$; Group 2 “Middle-severity”, for sags types C, D, E, F and G, with 7.49\% $\leq d(I_{C,D,E,F,G}, I_{MAX}) \leq 13.03\%$; and Group 3 “Low-severity”, for sags type B, with $d(I_B, I_{MAX})=29.28\%$.

Table 5 shows the $d(T_X, T_{MAX})$. Four severity groups of torque peaks are identified: Group 1 “High-severity”, for sags types C and D, with $d(T_{C,D}, T_{MAX})=0.44\%$; Group 2 “High-middle-severity”, for sags types E and F, with $d(T_{E,F}, T_{MAX})=12.37\%$; Group 3 “Low-middle-severity”, for sags type A, with $d(T_A, T_{MAX})=24.15\%$; and Group 4 “Low-severity”, for sags type B, with $d(T_B, T_{MAX})=32.97\%$.

Table 6 shows the $d(S_X, S_{MAX})$. Four severity groups of speed loss are identified: Group 1 “High-severity”, for sags type A, with $d(S_A, S_{MAX})=0.00\%$; Group 2 “High-middle-severity”, for sags types E, F and G, with $d(S_{E,F,G}, S_{MAX})=25.72\%$; Group 3 “Low-middle-severity”, for sags types C and D, with $d(S_{C,D}, S_{MAX})=39.99\%$; and Group 4 “Low-severity”, for sags type B, with $d(S_B, S_{MAX})=70.68\%$.
Table 5
Normalized Distance (%) Between the Surfaces of Torque Peaks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sag</th>
<th>Tc</th>
<th>Tp</th>
<th>T0</th>
<th>Tc,G</th>
<th>Tc</th>
<th>MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>24,15</td>
<td>32,97</td>
<td>0,44</td>
<td>0,44</td>
<td>12,37</td>
<td>12,37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors

Table 6
Normalized Distance (%) Between the Surfaces of Slip Peaks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sag</th>
<th>Sa</th>
<th>Sb</th>
<th>Sc</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SD,G</th>
<th>SR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>0,00</td>
<td>70,68</td>
<td>39,99</td>
<td>39,99</td>
<td>25,72</td>
<td>25,72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors

For example, A[131] means that the sags type A have the following effects on the induction motor: the current peaks are very high (Group 1), the torque peaks are low-middle (Group 3) and the speed loss is high (Group 1).

Table 7 shows this classification, highlighting that the severity of the sags’ effect on the induction motor depends on the type of sag (X), but it also depends on the variable of interest: current, torque or speed.

Table 7
Sags Classification according to the severity Groups. Where Group 1=High severity, and Group 4=Low severity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sag Type</th>
<th>Severity Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C, D</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E, F, G</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors
7. Conclusions

Using the double cage model, in this study, we analyzed the effects of voltage sags types A, B, C, D, E, and F on the variables: current and torque peaks, and speed loss in the induction motor. Each variable was analyzed using 14640 sags, for different magnitudes, durations and initial point-on-wave. The severity of each type of sag was obtained by calculating the distance between the 3D surface of peaks and the 3D surface of maximum peaks, for each analyzed variable.

Figure 10. Sensitivity curves of torque peaks for sags types A, B, C, D, E and F, with $0\% \leq h \leq 97.5\%$, $0.5 \leq \Delta t \leq 150.5$, and the most unfavorable values of $\Delta t$ and $\varphi$ in each case.

Source: The authors

Figure 11. Sensitivity curves of speed loss for sags types A, B, C, D, E and F, with $0\% \leq h \leq 97.5\%$, $0.5 \leq \Delta t \leq 150.5$, and the most unfavorable values of $\Delta t$ and $\varphi$ in each case.

Source: The authors
The results show the importance of analyzing the transients produced by voltage sags, not only when the sag starts but also when the sag ends, and the voltage is recovered. In both circumstances a sudden change in voltage occurs. In fact, the most unfavorable values of duration of sags analyzed, have an effect on torque and current peaks when the voltage sag ends.

The results obtained show that the transient effects due to voltage sags, depend on the type, magnitude, and duration of the sag. Unsymmetrical sags, also depend on the initial point-on-wave.

The classification of sags according to the severity of their effects on the induction motor depends on the type of sag, but also on the variable of interest: current, torque or speed, because each type of sag has a different effect on each variable.
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